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Bermuda! Feel the love!



If I understand it, reviewers will too



Made their grant hard to review



Every reviewer is alert, 

qualified, and fair



Misunderstood what gets funded



“My idea is so great it’ll sell itself!”



“Reviewers won’t notice 

my project is risky.” 



What federal grant agencies want 

to buy in research projects

Foundations 

want the 

same thing



Writing grants is like writing papers 



All pages are equally important



First page put reviewers to sleep



Which would you rather read at 2 am?



Graphical abstracts aren’t needed



-- Holly Brophy-Herb of MSU

Graphical

abstracts

don’t have 

to be fancy



To find graphical abstract ideas:
Google: “graphical abstract” + your keyword



Grants don’t need elevator pitches



Nancy Roman’s pitch to get Congress 

to fund the Hubble Space Telescope



NIH grant elevator pitch

“OVERALL IMPACT: We will clarify how

ARID1A mediates P4 inhibition of E2

signaling in the uterus, and test using

mice and human tissues whether a 

phytoestrogen, resveratrol, can help treat

infertility and endometriosis. Our 

experiments will employ the first low 

cost animal model that closely resembles

human endometriosis.” (48 words)

-- Jae-Wook Jeong of MSU



Overall Impact: Revealing mechanisms

by which DHA blocks cSIO2-triggered

lupus will bring novel insights into the

disease’s initiation and how manipulating

the lipidome through diet can prevent it.

(29 words)

-- Jim Pestka of MSU

NIH grant elevator pitch 



Didn’t repeat key selling points



Repeating what

makes your 

project special 

is ok.  : 

a novel therapy;

: new gene

targets; : 

an innovative 

disease model. 

-- Jae-Wook Jeong

of MSU



Stopped selling before the last page



Didn’t

anticipate

reviewers’

objections



Didn’t justify key decisions  



Some justifications take only a 

sentence:

“The justification for this approach is that 

insulin [55-59] and IGF-I [60, 61] have 

both been shown to be stimulators of 

trophoblast amino acid and/or glucose 

transport.”  

-- Thomas Jansson



Why & What 

paragraphs

can help

reviewers 

accept how

you decide to

run your

project

-- Jannette

Berkley-Patton



Reviewers never skim instead of read



The first 

sentences

in bold in Jose

Luchsinger’s

paragraphs

summarize why 

his project is 

important and

allow reviewers

to skim



Doug Postels

of MSU used

Luchsinger’s

technique 

in his R01

clinical trial

grant worth

$9 million



Didn’t tell reviewers what to think 

about the tables and figures



Write your 

legends to 

get your 

point across 

and let

reviewers 

skim at the 

same time

--Thomas 

Jansson



This

technique

makes 

conclusions

from many 

studies

easier to

grasp 

quickly 

-- Thomas Jansson



Promising the impossible –

the 2-grants-in-1 gambit



Not all collaborators collaborate



Waited too long to start writing



2013’s natural experiment 

in NIH grant writing



Gave up too soon



In the dark about funding sources

(and didn’t use FDOP)



Worked on the grant alone



No peer review before submission



Yanni Sun, Kevin Liu, Greg Bonito 

and me, all-day NSF grant hotseat

An all-day grant hotseat is one way

to get colleagues to review your grant



Don’t be

outside

looking 

in. Let

MSU help

you win.



For 1-hour appointments on campus

RGS.hollonappts@campusad.msu.edu

I help people 

win grants

(and not just from NIH)



If you’re interested in NSF grants,

MSU’s NSF grant consultant is

Sara Steenrod, PhD

steenro6@msu.edu
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If you anticipate reviewers will

have an immediate objection 

about your project once they

understand what it is, begin on

the first page to explain why your

project is consistent with their

organization’s mission. On the

following pages keep reminding them.

If you have evidence to back you up, 

don’t wait long to show it.

Bonus tip



Example: Gita Coaker knew she had

a problem

Coaker is a botanist, and NIH spends 

hardly anything on botany research. 

Unless she convinced reviewers the

immune system proteins she studied in a 

plant were conserved during evolution all 

the way to humans, she very likely would

not win NIH funding and would have to 

apply to NSF for a whole lot less money.



Coaker starts selling NIH on plant 

research beginning in the abstract



She 

continued

selling NIH

on her work

in her grant’s

first page.



Then she

continued

to sell on

the next page

and added

evidence

(Fig. 1).



More selling

from Coaker

on the next

page



Coaker sold her work as relevant to 

NIH’s mission on the page after that



How many times 

Gita Coaker mentions

conservation of her 

system during evolution

— which reviewers must

accept for her to win —

in her Abstract and first 4

pages.



If there’s a point you absolutely must 

convince reviewers about or not be funded, 

do what Gita Coaker did: Say it multiple 

times, say it early, and add evidence to 

back it up.

Stealing a page from Gita’s 

playbook




